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RE Hawkesbury request for further modelling
From: Rob Williams
Sent: 11 December 2017 13:57
To: Alan Law (alanlaw@warwickshire.gov.uk)
Cc: Rosie Dinnen (Rosie.Dinnen@tetlow king.co.uk); Jonathan Adams
(jonathan.adams@tetlow king.co.uk); Mark Gay; Mark Booth
(mbooth@terrastrategic.co.uk); joshea@terrastrategic.co.uk
Subject: RE: Hawkesbury request for further modelling

Good afternoon Alan

Vectos on behalf of my client have now completed the modelling and impact
assessments of the
Hawkesbury site in the new Paramics corridor model. I believe that what the
results show is a positive
impact once MOVA has been included.

Vectos (based on our agreed brief) developed the new 2016 Base model of the
corridor (extent shown
below) and calibrated and validated it to the available data, as per the
proposal. I have attached the
cal/val spreadsheet [VM170207.Sp003 Calibration Validation.xlsx] which
details the comparison of
observed versus modelled flows and the validation results comparing the Traffic
Master journey times
with the equivalent times taken from the final model. In summary the Base model
is shown to match the
observed counts extremely well in each of the 6 hours (AM: 07 1000; PM:
16 1900) with 97.9% or
greater of all turns showing a GEH less than 5 and 100% of all Links showing a
GEH<5 (guidance requiring
85%). The journey time validation also achieves 100% across the key routes.
These results along with the
model inclusions and assumptions will be written up in an LMVR which will
follow.

The Base model has then been forecast to 2031 and the impact if the
development, and the proposed
mitigation, assessed. The following scenarios have been developed:

We included the following additional scenarios to help build a more complete
‘story’:

2031 Reference
2031 Reference + Development

The logic being that these scenarios help show what the network will look like
in the future assuming
generic growth (no focused local plan growth) and how our development will
impact this position in
isolation from the Local Plan and related IDP schemes. Of course the level of
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RE Hawkesbury request for further modelling
growth is lower in the
Reference scenarios than in the Local Plan scenarios as the concentration of
Local Plan sites in the
immediate vicinity of this corridor are not explicitly included. Additionally,
the network remains as per
the existing Base network so doesn’t benefit from the added capacity offered
through the IDP schemes

In terms of the core scenarios i.e. the Local Plan assessments, Vectos have
included the following
scenarios:

2031 Local Plan – This scenario includes the Local Plan demands that
were shown in the
Nuneaton & Bedworth Wide Area model to traverse this corridor (inclusive of the
Coventry site
included in previous Hawkesbury assessments). The network has also been updated
to include
the schemes in this area that have been listed in the Infrastructure Delivery
Plan (as per the
NBBC STA and the related models). This includes widening at the Coventry
Rd/School Lane
junction, the two lane SB section between School lane and Blackhorse Rd ,
widening at the
Coventry Rd/Blackhorse Rd junction and signalisation of the Longford Rd South
approach to the
B4113/Longford Rd/Wilson Lan roundabout.

2031 Local Plan + Development – As above plus the Hawkesbury
development demands
(discounted for the 15% mode shift assumption)

2031 Local Plan + Development Do Something – As above plus the addition
of MOVA control at
the School Lane and Blackhorse Rd junctions. This has been modelled explicitly
using TRL’s PC
MOVA software.

The signal times between the With and Without Development scenarios have
remained consistent
between the comparable scenarios, whereas the MOVA scenario has the ability to
optimise the times
itself based on the arrival volumes and profiles. Please note that we have not
included any mitigation at
the Oakmoor Road junctions as it was not highlighted as necessary and would not
bring any benefit to
the DS results we have obtained in the DS with MOVA only scenario.

The results from each scenario are included within the attached Impact
Assessment spreadsheet
[VM170207.Sp005 – Impact Assessment.xlsx]. The format of this spreadsheets
follows the same format
as previous assessments but is focussed on the junctions captured in the
corridor model i.e. Network
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RE Hawkesbury request for further modelling
Wide stats, Queues, Arrival Flows and Journey Times (representative of Delay).
The junction locations
and the journey time sections are highlighted in the figures included in the
spreadsheet and, in terms of
the JT outputs, match the sections used during the Base model validation (plus
some additional
sections). The results for all 6 hours and the combined AM and PM periods are
provided for both
Queues and JTs, whereas the network statistics reflect the average stats
recorded across the 3 hour
period as a whole.

As mentioned at the start, the results appear to indicate that the addition of
MOVA enables the network
to accommodate the development impact. In both the AM and PM the network wide
delay is less than
in the Local Plan without Development scenario and speeds are higher. The
journey times are shown
benefit from the inclusion of MOVA, with notable improvements on the Blackhorse
Rd approach and on
the B4113 from M6 J3. The Coventry Rd SB route does show increases on the Local
Plan scenario
however the absolute levels are relatively modest and comparable to Base/Ref
levels, and for this
reason MOVA is choosing to assist the other approaches. Queues paint a similar
picture, with the MOVA
control maintaining similar queue lengths on all approaches in its aim to
minimise delay and maximise
throughput.

I look forward to your early response to the above and attached such that we
might conclude our SoCG.

Kind regards

Rob Williams
Director

Tel: 0117 937 4077
Mob: 07966 927 543
www.entranltd.com

7 Greenway Farm | Bath Road | Wick | Bristol | BS30 5RL
78 York Street | London | W1H 1DP | 0203 949 9922

Please note our new Bristol address; we are now at number 7.
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Re FW Hawkesbury request for further modelling
From: Alan Law <alanlaw@warwickshire.gov.uk>
Sent: 19 December 2017 13:33
To: Rob Williams
Cc: Stuart Allan
Subject: Re: FW: Hawkesbury request for further modelling

Rob

I've had a quick look through the outputs it seems that you have demonstrated
the impacts can be
mitigated. I'm not about much before Christmas now and will be back w/c 8th
Jan if you want to start
looking at SoCGs.

Thanks

Alan

Alan Law BSc MCIHT
County Transport Modeller
Transport Planning
Transport & Highways
Communities
Warwickshire County Council
Tel: 01926 412044
Email: alanlaw@warwickshire.gov.uk
www.warwickshire.gov.uk

On Thu, Dec 14, 2017 at 10:03 AM, Rob Williams <robwilliams@entranltd.co.uk>
wrote:
Thanks both

Kind regards

Rob Williams
Director

Tel: 0117 937 4077
Mob: 07966 927 543
www.entranltd.com

7 Greenway Farm | Bath Road | Wick | Bristol | BS30 5RL
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Re FW Hawkesbury request for further modelling
78 York Street | London | W1H 1DP | 0203 949 9922

Please note our new Bristol address; we are now at number 7.

From: Alan Law [mailto:alanlaw@warwickshire.gov.uk]
Sent: 14 December 2017 09:56
To: Stuart Allan <stuart.allan@vectos.co.uk>
Cc: Rob Williams <robwilliams@entranltd.co.uk>; Rosie Dinnen
(Rosie.Dinnen@tetlow king.co.uk)
<Rosie.Dinnen@tetlow king.co.uk>; Jonathan Adams
(jonathan.adams@tetlow king.co.uk)
<jonathan.adams@tetlow king.co.uk>; Mark Gay <mgay@terrastrategic.co.uk>; Mark
Booth
(mbooth@terrastrategic.co.uk) <mbooth@terrastrategic.co.uk>;
joshea@terrastrategic.co.uk
Subject: Re: FW: Hawkesbury request for further modelling

Stu

Thanks, I think you're correct regarding the Excel version. The second
spreadsheet now works. Rob
will try and look at this tomorrow.

Regards

Alan

Alan Law BSc MCIHT
County Transport Modeller
Transport Planning
Transport & Highways
Communities
Warwickshire County Council
Tel: 01926 412044
Email: alanlaw@warwickshire.gov.uk
www.warwickshire.gov.uk

On Wed, Dec 13, 2017 at 7:34 PM, Stuart Allan <stuart.allan@vectos.co.uk>
wrote:
Hi Alan

I have reviewed the spreadsheet and don’t see any issue my end. The With Dev
scenarios are Scenario
2, 4 and 5.
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Re FW Hawkesbury request for further modelling

I think it may be that you are using an old version of Excel which doesn’t like
the IFNA formula. I have
removed this and re written the formulae using a different function (IFERROR).
This should all work
for you now but please let me know if you have any further issues.

Regards

From: Alan Law [mailto:alanlaw@warwickshire.gov.uk]
Sent: 13 December 2017 18:09
To: Rob Williams <robwilliams@entranltd.co.uk>
Cc: Rosie Dinnen (Rosie.Dinnen@tetlow king.co.uk)
<Rosie.Dinnen@tetlow king.co.uk>; Jonathan
Adams (jonathan.adams@tetlow king.co.uk) <jonathan.adams@tetlow king.co.uk>;
Mark Gay
<mgay@terrastrategic.co.uk>; Mark Booth (mbooth@terrastrategic.co.uk)
<mbooth@terrastrategic.co.uk>; joshea@terrastrategic.co.uk
Subject: Re: FW: Hawkesbury request for further modelling

Hi Rob

Thanks for sharing the model calibration and development outputs.

The calibration of the model is very good. I'm having trouble viewing the
"with development" impacts
on Sp005. I think it may be a referencing issue which should be easily
addressed. I can't really provide
further comment until I can see the full results.

Thanks

Alan

Alan Law BSc MCIHT
County Transport Modeller
Transport Planning
Transport & Highways
Communities
Warwickshire County Council
Tel: 01926 412044
Email: alanlaw@warwickshire.gov.uk
www.warwickshire.gov.uk
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Re FW Hawkesbury request for further modelling

On Mon, Dec 11, 2017 at 1:51 PM, Rob Williams <robwilliams@entranltd.co.uk>
wrote:
Good afternoon Alan

Vectos on behalf of my client have now completed the modelling and impact
assessments of the
Hawkesbury site in the new Paramics corridor model. I believe that what the
results show is a
positive impact once MOVA has been included.

Vectos (based on our agreed brief) developed the new 2016 Base model of the
corridor (extent
shown below) and calibrated and validated it to the available data, as per the
proposal. I have
attached the cal/val spreadsheet [VM170207.Sp003 Calibration
Validation.xlsx] which details the
comparison of observed versus modelled flows and the validation results
comparing the Traffic
Master journey times with the equivalent times taken from the final model. In
summary the Base
model is shown to match the observed counts extremely well in each of the 6
hours (AM: 07 1000;
PM: 16 1900) with 97.9% or greater of all turns showing a GEH less than 5 and
100% of all Links
showing a GEH<5 (guidance requiring 85%). The journey time validation also
achieves 100% across
the key routes. These results along with the model inclusions and assumptions
will be written up in
an LMVR which will follow.

The Base model has then been forecast to 2031 and the impact if the
development, and the
proposed mitigation, assessed. The following scenarios have been developed:

We included the following additional scenarios to help build a more complete
‘story’:

* 2031 Reference
* 2031 Reference + Development

The logic being that these scenarios help show what the network will look like
in the future assuming
generic growth (no focused local plan growth) and how our development will
impact this position in
isolation from the Local Plan and related IDP schemes. Of course the level of
growth is lower in the
Reference scenarios than in the Local Plan scenarios as the concentration of
Local Plan sites in the
immediate vicinity of this corridor are not explicitly included. Additionally,
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Re FW Hawkesbury request for further modelling
the network remains as
per the existing Base network so doesn’t benefit from the added capacity
offered through the IDP
schemes

In terms of the core scenarios i.e. the Local Plan assessments, Vectos have
included the following
scenarios:

* 2031 Local Plan – This scenario includes the Local Plan demands that
were shown in the
Nuneaton & Bedworth Wide Area model to traverse this corridor (inclusive of the
Coventry
site included in previous Hawkesbury assessments). The network has also been
updated to
include the schemes in this area that have been listed in the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (as
per the NBBC STA and the related models). This includes widening at the
Coventry Rd/School
Lane junction, the two lane SB section between School lane and Blackhorse Rd ,
widening at
the Coventry Rd/Blackhorse Rd junction and signalisation of the Longford Rd
South approach
to the B4113/Longford Rd/Wilson Lan roundabout.
* 2031 Local Plan + Development – As above plus the Hawkesbury
development demands
(discounted for the 15% mode shift assumption)
* 2031 Local Plan + Development Do Something – As above plus the addition
of MOVA control
at the School Lane and Blackhorse Rd junctions. This has been modelled
explicitly using TRL’s
PC MOVA software.

The signal times between the With and Without Development scenarios have
remained consistent
between the comparable scenarios, whereas the MOVA scenario has the ability to
optimise the times
itself based on the arrival volumes and profiles. Please note that we have not
included any mitigation
at the Oakmoor Road junctions as it was not highlighted as necessary and would
not bring any
benefit to the DS results we have obtained in the DS with MOVA only scenario.

The results from each scenario are included within the attached Impact
Assessment spreadsheet
[VM170207.Sp005 – Impact Assessment.xlsx]. The format of this spreadsheets
follows the same
format as previous assessments but is focussed on the junctions captured in the
corridor model i.e.
Network Wide stats, Queues, Arrival Flows and Journey Times (representative of
Delay). The junction
locations and the journey time sections are highlighted in the figures included
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Re FW Hawkesbury request for further modelling
in the spreadsheet
and, in terms of the JT outputs, match the sections used during the Base model
validation (plus some
additional sections). The results for all 6 hours and the combined AM and PM
periods are provided
for both Queues and JTs, whereas the network statistics reflect the average
stats recorded across the
3 hour period as a whole.

As mentioned at the start, the results appear to indicate that the addition of
MOVA enables the
network to accommodate the development impact. In both the AM and PM the
network wide delay
is less than in the Local Plan without Development scenario and speeds are
higher. The journey times
are shown benefit from the inclusion of MOVA, with notable improvements on the
Blackhorse Rd
approach and on the B4113 from M6 J3. The Coventry Rd SB route does show
increases on the Local
Plan scenario however the absolute levels are relatively modest and comparable
to Base/Ref levels,
and for this reason MOVA is choosing to assist the other approaches. Queues
paint a similar picture,
with the MOVA control maintaining similar queue lengths on all approaches in
its aim to minimise
delay and maximise throughput.

I look forward to your early response to the above and attached such that we
might conclude our
SoCG.

Kind regards

Rob Williams
Director

Tel: 0117 937 4077
Mob: 07966 927 543
www.entranltd.com

7 Greenway Farm | Bath Road | Wick | Bristol | BS30 5RL
78 York Street | London | W1H 1DP | 0203 949 9922

Please note our new Bristol address; we are now at number 7.

Stuart Allan
Regional Director
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Re FW Hawkesbury request for further modelling
Vectos Microsim
0121 213 6376 (T) 07469 926 453 (M)
Cornwall Buildings, 45 Newhall Street, Birmingham, B3 3QR

From: Stuart Allan [mailto:stuart.allan@vectos.co.uk]
Sent: 08 December 2017 16:48
To: Rob Williams <robwilliams@entranltd.co.uk>
Cc: Mark Gilbert <mark.gilbert@vectos.co.uk>
Subject: RE: Hawkesbury request for further modelling

Good afternoon Rob

We have now completed the modelling and impact assessments of the Hawkesbury
site in the new
Paramics corridor model. Hopefully you will be pleased with the results, which
I believe are very
positive once MOVA has been included.

We developed the new 2016 Base model of the corridor (extent shown below) and
calibrated and
validated it to the available data, as per the proposal. I have attached the
cal/val spreadsheet
[VM170207.Sp003 Calibration Validation.xlsx] which details the comparison of
observed versus
modelled flows and the validation results comparing the Traffic Master journey
times with the
equivalent times taken from the final model. In summary the Base model is shown
to match the
observed counts extremely well in each of the 6 hours (AM: 07 1000; PM:
16 1900) with 97.9% or
greater of all turns showing a GEH less than 5 and 100% of all Links showing a
GEH<5 (guidance
requiring 85%). The journey time validation also achieves 100% across the key
routes. These results
along with the model inclusions and assumptions will be written up in an LMVR
which will follow.

The Base model has then been forecast to 2031 and the impact if the
development, and the
proposed mitigation, assessed. The following scenarios have been developed:

We included the following additional scenarios to help build a more complete
‘story’:

* 2031 Reference
* 2031 Reference + Development

The logic being that these scenarios help show what the network will look like
in the future assuming
generic growth (no focused local plan growth) and how your development will
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Re FW Hawkesbury request for further modelling
impact this position in
isolation from the Local Plan and related IDP schemes. Of course the level of
growth is lower in the
Reference scenarios than in the Local Plan scenarios as the concentration of
Local Plan sites in the
immediate vicinity of this corridor are not explicitly included. Additionally,
the network remains as
per the existing Base network so doesn’t benefit from the added capacity
offered through the IDP
schemes. You may choose to omit these scenarios but I thought they may be of
interest.

In terms of the core scenarios i.e. the Local Plan assessments, we have
included the following
scenarios:

* 2031 Local Plan – This scenario includes the Local Plan demands that
were shown in the
Nuneaton & Bedworth Wide Area model to traverse this corridor (inclusive of the
Coventry
site included in previous Hawkesbury assessments). The network has also been
updated to
include the schemes in this area that have been listed in the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (as
per the NBBC STA and the related models). This includes widening at the
Coventry Rd/School
Lane junction, the two lane SB section between School lane and Blackhorse Rd ,
widening at
the Coventry Rd/Blackhorse Rd junction and signalisation of the Longford Rd
South approach
to the B4113/Longford Rd/Wilson Lan roundabout.
* 2031 Local Plan + Development – As above plus the Hawkesbury
development demands
(discounted for the 15% mode shift assumption)
* 2031 Local Plan + Development Do Something – As above plus the addition
of MOVA control
at the School Lane and Blackhorse Rd junctions. This has been modelled
explicitly using TRL’s
PC MOVA software.

The signal times between the With and Without Development scenarios have
remained consistent
between the comparable scenarios, whereas the MOVA scenario has the ability to
optimise the times
itself based on the arrival volumes and profiles. Please note that we have not
included any mitigation
at the Oakmoor Road junctions as it was not highlighted as necessary would not
bring any benefit to
the DS results we have obtained in the DS with MOVA only scenario.

The results from each scenario are included within the attached Impact
Assessment spreadsheet
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Re FW Hawkesbury request for further modelling
[VM170207.Sp005 – Impact Assessment.xlsx]. The format of this spreadsheets
follows the same
format as previous assessments but is focussed on the junctions captured in the
corridor model i.e.
Network Wide stats, Queues, Arrival Flows and Journey Times (representative of
Delay). The junction
locations and the journey time sections are highlighted in the figures included
in the spreadsheet
and, in terms of the JT outputs, match the sections used during the Base model
validation (plus some
additional sections). The results for all 6 hours and the combined AM and PM
periods are provided
for both Queues and JTs, whereas the network statistics reflect the average
stats recorded across the
3 hour period as a whole. If you require any further explanation of the how to
use spreadsheets or
interpret the results please let me know.

As mentioned at the start, the results appear to indicate that the addition of
MOVA enables the
network to accommodate the development impact. In both the AM and PM the
network wide delay
is less than in the Local Plan without Development scenario and speeds are
higher. The journey times
are shown benefit from the inclusion of MOVA, with notable improvements on the
Blackhorse Rd
approach and on the B4113 from M6 J3. The Coventry Rd SB route does show
increases on the Local
Plan scenario however the absolute levels are relatively modest and comparable
to Base/Ref levels,
and for this reason MOVA is choosing to assist the other approaches. Queues
paint a similar picture,
with the MOVA control maintaining similar queue lengths on all approaches in
its aim to minimise
delay and maximise throughput.

I will leave the detailed interpretation to you but please let me know if you
have any queries.

Have a nice weekend.

Stuart

Stuart Allan
Regional Director
Vectos Microsim
0121 213 6376 (T) 07469 926 453 (M)
Cornwall Buildings, 45 Newhall Street, Birmingham, B3 3QR

From: Stuart Allan
Sent: 18 October 2017 21:21
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Re FW Hawkesbury request for further modelling
To: 'Rob Williams' <robwilliams@entranltd.co.uk>
Subject: RE: Hawkesbury request for further modelling

Hi Rob

Please find below the scope and fee table for the requested Paramics modelling.

In terms of lead in time please be advised we are currently working a 2 3 week
lead in time following
commission.

Stage 1: Corridor Base Model
* The network will be initially cordoned out of the current Nuneaton and
Bedworth Wide Area
Base model
* The network will be reviewed and any missing detail will be added to
ensure the cordon
model is as accurate as possible e.g. signal times will be updated, ped
crossings included,
ghost islands reviewed, bus stops.
* WCC will provide up to date survey counts for the key junctions in the
cordoned network
which will be used to construct a Survey File to be used in Matrix Estimation.
* A Prior Matrix will be created from a cordon of the old Base model.
This is simply to provide
an initial guide to the Origin Destination (O D) proportions to feed through
Matrix
Estimation. The old Base model must be used as it contains the full corridor
being modelled
whereas the newly updated Base model omits the southern sections.
* The Base model will be calibrated using the survey counts and then the
model will be
validated using Journey Time data. If queue surveys are available these will be
used to inform
junction calibration also.
* Vectos Microsim will extract the Journey Time data from WCC’s Traffic
Master dataset for
use in validating the model.
* The resulting Base model will be assessed against TAG guidelines and
the model
development and cal/val results presented in a Validation Report to accompany
the model

Stage 2: Create the Future Year Reference Model and ‘Do Minimum’
* The Local Plan and Committed Development demands will be cordoned out
of the existing
2031 NBWA Local Plan Model. Modelled flows will be used and this will create
two separate
matrices; a Local Plan O D matrix and a Committed Development matrix.
* TEMPRO will be used (NTEM factor for Nuneaton & Bedworth, planning
assumptions
(Household numbers only) to account for the NBBC Local Plan numbers. The Base
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Re FW Hawkesbury request for further modelling
matrix will
be factored to provide an approximated 2031 growth matrix, which will be
compared to sum
of the LP + Com Dev numbers. Only any excess above the cordoned amounts will be
include.
If the LP/Com Dev matrices exceed the TEMPRO growth then no further background
growth
will be included. This will ensure no double counting is included.
* The above steps will create the 2031 Local Plan Reference scenario.
* The development demands will be cordoned from the previous development
scenarios
carried out in the NBWA network. Demand levels will be used to ensure they
match the trip
generation per the TA and the distribution previously assumed.
* The addition of the above demands to the Reference model will create
the with
Development ‘Do Minimum’ scenario.
* The resulting two scenarios will be runs and the outputs collected –
queues at key junctions,
JTs on key sections and arrival flows.
* A bespoke result spreadsheet will be created to present the above
results and provide
comparisons in graphs and tables, alongside figures showing the locations/paths

Stage 3: ‘Do Something’ scenario
* The proposed mitigation will be included in a copy of the ‘Do Minimum’
scenario created in
Stage 2.
* It is assumed Entran will provide a CAD of the proposed widening at
Longford/Oakmoor
junction, and possibly at the School Lane and Blackhorse Rd junctions if the
addition of
MOVA control involves any physical changes to the layouts (e.g. widening, extra
lanes etc)
* Vectos Microsim will develop the MOVA datasets and lane/link
configuration for the two
junctions where MOVA is proposed. Vectos Microsim will incorporate the
necessary
detectors within the Paramics model to correspond with the dataset.
* The signal operation will be calibrated for optimal performance.
* Results will be collected and added as a 3rd scenario to the result
spreadsheet.

Any queries please let me know.

Regards

From: Rob Williams [mailto:robwilliams@entranltd.co.uk]
Sent: 17 October 2017 11:34
To: Alan Law (alanlaw@warwickshire.gov.uk) <alanlaw@warwickshire.gov.uk>
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Re FW Hawkesbury request for further modelling
Cc: Stuart Allan <stuart.allan@vectos.co.uk>
Subject: Hawkesbury request for further modelling
Importance: High

Alan

Further to our recent meeting, please find attached our TN8 outlining the
agreed scope for further
modelling work.

Stuart, on the basis that Alan is happy with this, can you please provide me
with a scope, fee and
timescale proposal.

Kind regards

Rob Williams
Director

Tel: 0117 937 4077
Mob: 07966 927 543
www.entranltd.com

7 Greenway Farm | Bath Road | Wick | Bristol | BS30 5RL
78 York Street | London | W1H 1DP | 0203 949 9922

Please note our new Bristol address; we are now at number 7.

This transmission is intended for the named addressee(s) only and may contain
confidential,
sensitive or personal information and should be handled accordingly. Unless you
are the
named addressee (or authorised to receive it for the addressee) you may not
copy or use it, or
disclose it to anyone else. If you have received this transmission in error
please notify the
sender immediately. All email traffic sent to or from us, including without
limitation all GCSX
traffic, may be subject to recording and/or monitoring in accordance with
relevant legislation.

This transmission is intended for the named addressee(s) only and may contain
confidential,
sensitive or personal information and should be handled accordingly. Unless you
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Re FW Hawkesbury request for further modelling
are the
named addressee (or authorised to receive it for the addressee) you may not
copy or use it, or
disclose it to anyone else. If you have received this transmission in error
please notify the
sender immediately. All email traffic sent to or from us, including without
limitation all GCSX
traffic, may be subject to recording and/or monitoring in accordance with
relevant legislation.

This transmission is intended for the named addressee(s) only and may contain
confidential,
sensitive or personal information and should be handled accordingly. Unless you
are the named
addressee (or authorised to receive it for the addressee) you may not copy or
use it, or disclose
it to anyone else. If you have received this transmission in error please
notify the sender
immediately. All email traffic sent to or from us, including without limitation
all GCSX traffic, may
be subject to recording and/or monitoring in accordance with relevant
legislation.
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